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Let p be a prime z 1 mad(4). This paper shows that arithmetic properties of the 
fundamental solution (.x0, .vO) of the Pelf equation x2-py*= -1 are given by 
geometric properties of the surface H/f(p) A p(p*) and hyperbolic reflection lines 
thereon. In particular the length of one such line determines the magnitude of ?:a 
and the center of the surface either has a cylinder running around it or is vacant. 
being surrounded by such cylinders, according as ptyo or p) y,,, “’ 1989 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
This paper exposes a connection between the fundamental solution of the 
Pell equation x2 -py2 = - 1 (p a prime 5 1 mod 4) and the manner of 
intersection of reflection lines on the modular surface H/f,*. (Here 
r,* = T(p) A r”(p*).) These two alternative shapes will be explicitly 
described. Section A constructs the conformal (and anti-coformal) 
isometries of this surface. Section B discusses a class of reflections on this 
surface that are computationally tractable-the cusped reflections. (A 
cusped reflection is a reflection having a pointwise fixed geodesic connecting 
two [possibly identical] cusps.) For these isometries, linear congruences 
suffice to answer all questions. Section C discusses reflections on this 
surface with closed reflectors-these are less tractible in that Pellian 
questions arise. In Section D, the relationship between these reflections and 
the Pell equation is established. 
This work grew out of consideration of a conjecture about Pell’s equa- 
tion. We now describe this. Once and for all, we let p - 1 mod 4 be prime. 
Then x2 -py’= - 1 has integral solutions (Perron [P, Vol. I, Satz 3.22)). 
In 1952, N. C. Ankeny, E. Artin, and S. Chowla [A-A-C] conjectured that 
pt.~,,, where (x,, vO) is the fundamental solution of x2-py2 = - 1. This 
conjecture has attracted a fair amount of attention and generalization (see, 
for example, Chowla [Cl; Mordell [Ml, M2]; Kiselev and Slavutskii 
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[K-S]). On the computational side, A. J. Stephens and H. C. Williams 
[S-W] have recently verified the conjecture for p < 109. From now on, we 
refer to the conjecture as A-A-C. We now state our results. 
Begin with the h-line between -4 and &. We will denote this as 
( - &, &). This line contains elliptic fixed points of order 2 of r( 1) of the 
form (X + i)/y where x2 -py* = - 1. Conversely, all solutions of this Pell 
equation arise from elliptic fixed points on this h-line. (+x0 + Q/y,, are the 
“highest” fixed points on the line; (y 2;:) are the r(l) (actually r’(p)) 
elements fixing these points. The product of these transformations, 
(5= ( 
-x:-yip -2XoYoP 
- 2x0 Yo ) -x&yip ’ 
is the primitive hyperbolic (in r( 1)) that fixes ( -&, &). Note that 
cr E p(p) and (r E r: o A-A-C is false at p. Here we see the first indication 
that TO(p) does not have enough geometry to decide A-A-C. In any case, 
operp*. 
The reflection L: z -+ p/f acts on r’(p) and fixes ( - &, &) pointwise. 
This forces the projection of ( -4, &) to H/r’(p) to be simple. The 
reflections N, : z + -Z also act on this surface and the pointwise fixed 
geodesic (0, cc ) = (z ( Re(z) = 0 1 projects to a simple cusped reflection line 
on H/r’(p). This line is transverse to (-&, &), of course. (The 
y~~~~p;$;;oN~ 
generate the Atkin-Lehner rotation at 
ow as we indicated we must pass to a subgroup of 
r’(p) to decide A-A-C. r,* = r”(p2) n T(p) is the appropriate choice. 
Specifically, we have 
THEOREM. Let x0, yo, No, L, 6, and rp* be as in the previous paragraph. 
Then p ( y, implies cr E rp* and there is exactly one cusped reflection (No) of 
H/T: with two pointwise fixed lines transverse to ( - &, &)/ f,* . Conver- 
sely, if pi y. then o E r’(p) - r,* and there are p diferent cusped reflections 
N,~:o’N, (i=O, . . ..p- 1) of H/r,* with two fixed lines each transverse to 
h'k,hJ~;~ (Th' IS and more is contained in Theorems D.l and D.2.) 
Next we observe that regardless of whether or not ply0 there are p 
different cusped reflections acting on r,* each with exactly two pointwise 
fixed lines transverse to some pointwise fixed line of L. We can show that 
this means that the center of H/T,* looks like either (a) a single simple 
closed geodesic pointwise fixed line of L with 2p cusped pointwise fixed 
lines .transverse to it, two associated with each of the p reflections 
iv Np-I 0, . . . . (this is the case that pjy,); or (b)p different pointwise fixed 
lines of L, each with two pointwise fixed lines of one Ni transverse to it 
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FIG. 1. A-A-C true. 
FIG. 2. A-A-C false. 
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(this is the case that p ( yO). The use of the term “center” is justified by the 
proximity to an area of the surface where pointwise fixed reflection lines 
meet orthogonally. (See Figs. 1 and 2.) 
A way of visualizing this dichotomy is this: if A-A-C is true, H/T,* has 
a single cylinder running down its center, whereas if it is false, the center 
is vacant, being surrounded by p cylinders. (This visualization depends on 
particular embeddings of H/f’,* in 3-space.) 
An approach to proving A-A-C begins with the following fact: the 
pointwise fixed lines of the Ni may not intersect. At one time the author 
thought that this geometry ruled out Fig. 2, thus proving A-A-C. But 
Dennis Sullivan provided us with a version of Fig. 2 satisfying this 
constraint shown as Fig. 3. 
There are two other curious observables on H/T,*. First, if the class 
number h(4p), which is closely related to h(p), is 1 then all pointwise fixed 
lines of L have Ni reflector(s) transverse to them. (In the case that A-A-C 
is true, we could conclude that (-&, &)/I‘,* separates H/T,* if we knew 
that no lines fixed but not pointwise fixed were required to separate. On 
this see Kra and Maskit [K-M].) Though as yet we cannot prove it, the 
converse appears likely: If h(4p) > 1, there exist L-pointwise fixed geodesics 
with no Ni-reflectors transverse to them. Obviously these lines would be 
required in any separating set consisting of fixed curves of L. All this is 
discussed in Section C. 
FIG. 3. Sullivan’s A-A-C false model (p = 3 [sic] for clarity). 
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Last, the fixed curves of the Ni are actually chains of cusped reflectors, 
strung from cusp to cusp. (Each chain is a simple cycle of such reflectors, 
returning to its starting cusp along a different reflector than it left on, and 
with no self-intersections or multiple visits to a single cusp.) Our last 
observable is this: one, and therefore every, Ni has a single chain (i.e., has 
a unique pointwise fixed geodesic on H/T,*) if and only if 2 is a primitive 
root modp. 
A 
Hereafter pwfxd abbreviates “pointwise fixed”. A fixed line of a reflection 
is called cusped if it connects two [perhaps identical] cusps. 
We begin by constructing the SL(2, R) normalizer of I’,* = T’(p’) n 
T(p). Call this normalizer q. Write G E SL(2, R) as 0 = (z :). 
o(:, y )(T-‘=(‘.:5$ ,~2$,z) and e(i Y)G~‘=(‘:~ ,-$&). From these 
we may conclude that 
(i) rlnUl)cfO(p). 
(ii) h=flJm; 8, m E Z, p ( pm, m square-free. 
a=a J- m; uEZ. 
d=6&; 6EZ. 
c=y&; yEQ, C2pEz. 
Next. 
+l+Ap BP’ gp, 
CP +l+Dp > 
=i 
Ifrl +adAp+bdCp-acBp’-bcDp 
cdAp+d’Cp-c2Bp2-cdDp 
-abAp - b2Cp + a’Bp2 + abDp 
+I -bcAp-bdCp+acBp’+adDp I 
(A.1 1 
This gives 
(iii) qnr(l)xT’(p) and so qnf(l)=T’(p). 
Next, from (ii), Z 3 c’p = r2mp/s’, (r, s) = 1 forces s = 1 or s =p as m is 
square-free. Now s = 1 gives m = 1 by the determinant condition and so 
CE r’(p). Next, s =p and the determinant condition force m =p and 
cT=( $ f$) and (A.l) shows that anything of this form is in q. Let 
0 = ( I/Z/$ %G). Then 13~ = I and 80 ( .J’, “5) = (T. Of course 6’ E q and we 
have complkked the proof of 
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LEMMA A.l. The normalizer in SL(2, R) of r*( )= r”(p2)n T(p) is 
J (TO(p), O), a HZ-extension of r’(p) by 8 = ( 1,> -o “). 
This gives the conformal automorphisms of H/J’,*. To get the anti-con- 
formal ones, note that No: z -+ --Z is one such. This amounts to noting that 
( ,’ 7) is in the PSL(2, 54) normalizer of rp*. Thus any anti-conformal 
isometry may be written D 0 N,, 0 E q. We have 
LEMMA A.2. The normalizer in PSL(2, R) of r,* is (Q ( iO’ y)), a 
Z2-extension of u. 
Now we wish to determine anti-conformal automorphisms of f,* which 
are involutionk with a pwfxd line. Select two real points rl < r2. The reflec- 
tion N in the line between them is given by 
1 
[ 
rl +r2 
z--t(rl-r2)2 2 -r;ry;;2)] (0 
To be in the normalizer of I’: we see that this must be of the form 
(z %)(;’ :)=(I; t)or(;,$ :$)(;I y)=(;$- i$).Thisforcesa=d 
and a = 6. Also, the first case forces r, = (a - 1)/c, r2 = (a + 1)/c. Thus the 
reflection line is cusped. In the second case, rl = (a~ + &I/Y and 
r2 = (ap - &)/r, which means the reflection line is closed on H/T,*. 
Let us reformulate the cusped case. The problem is that we do not know 
if (a + 1)/c is in lowest terms. So write A/C, B/D as the cusps (in lowest 
terms). We have 2CD/(AD - BC) = -c, (AD + BC)/(AD - BC) = -a, 
2AB/(AD - BC) = - bp. Let q be an odd factor of AD - BC. We have 
qlCD, qIAD+BC, qIAB. These force q=l. Similarly (AD-BCI=2r 
K> 1 is ruled out. Next -pb(AD - BC) = 2AB implies p ( AB. Clearly p 1 A 
or B but not both as (AD - BCI = 1 or 2. Since we may reverse our cusps, 
we assume p I B. Our final statement is then: 
LEMMA A.3. Cusped reflection lines for H/T,* run between A/C and 
BP/D, where AD -pBC = + 1 or f2. The action of the reflection may be 
given by 
z+[‘i;;z j;$J@). 
This is an integral matrix with p (b-entry. Here (and henceforth) we adopt 
the convention that if the cusps 0 (resp, co) are present, then B (resp. C) 
is 0. 
For the closed case we have 
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LEMMA A.4 A reflection line for H/f,* which is not cusped is closed. 
This reflection line may be lifted to H where it runs between (crp _+ &)I;). 
The action of the reflection is given by z + 
course,& - u’p = - 1 and tl, B, y E H. 
r:‘j$ 8h nviFl(Z). Here, of’ 
We shall call a line whose reflection is an (anti-conformal) isometry on 
HjT a reflector for IY As we have seen, for r,* these are cusped or closed 
We now show that for groups without elliptic elements they are simple. 
(This is folk wisdom.) 
LEMMA AS. Let r be torsion-free. Then any rejlector is simpIe. 
Proof: Assume there exists a reflector with a self-intersection at zO. Lift 
a neighborhood of zO to H. (Figure 4 is the single intersection case.) Note 
that the image under the isometry given by the reflection of any point near 
z. (except 2” itself) is not well-defined. This contradiction establishes the 
lemma. 
Remark. This can be extended to the situation in which r has torsion. 
If zO is not an elliptic fixed point, the same proof applies. But some reflec- 
tions have reflectors consisting, when lifted, of geodesic segments connected 
at elliptic fixed points. As before, these “lines” may be cusped or closed. 
We now turn to the intersection of reflectors. First we show 
LEMMA A.6 Two cusped reflectors of r,* do not intersect. 
Proof Assume one of the reflectors runs between b/d and pa/c. (We will 
denote this line by (b/d,pa/c).) There are two cases, according as 
FIGURE 4 
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(pad- bcl = 1 or 2. If pad- bc = + 1, then either (5; - PC”,) or (f; “,“) is in 
I”(p) and takes 0 -pa/c and cc -+ b/d. Similarly if jpud - bcJ = 2, then 
C ib +PU)/~ Id+ c)/2 171 or [ ‘f;“t”f;y$ 4”] is in r’(p) and maps 0 --) pa/c and either 
&- 2 --+ b/d. Because To(p) c 9 we may assume that one of our reflectors is 
either (0, co), (0, 2), or (-2,O). Let the reflection line that intersects this 
one be (b//d’, J&/C’). By Lemma A.3, the reflection in this line is given by 
a determinant - 1 integral matrix with b-entry divisible by p. The reflec- 
tions through (0, +2), (0, co) also have this form. The composition is given 
by a non-identity matrix in r’(p) and has a fixed point on (0, co) or 
(0, +_ 2). Each of these three lines has a I( 1) fixed point on it, but none is 
fixed by a r’(p) non-identity matrix. This contradiction completes the 
proof of Lemma A.6. 
We now turn to the intersection of a cusped and a closed reflector. Here 
we have 
LEMMA A.I. Zf a cusped and a closed reflector of r,* intersect, they inter- 
sect at right angles. 
Proof. We see from Lemmas A.3 and A.4 that the composition of a 
cusped and a closed reflector has the form yo. (,,k -$), where 
y,, E To(p). This composition may thus be written (’ yG D &), where A and 
D are integers. The intersection forces this matrix to be elliptic and thus 
IA + DI & < 2. This forces A = -D and thus the composition is a rotation 
by x. This forces the reflections to meet at right angles. 
Last we show 
LEMMA A.8. Two closed rejlectors of r,* do not intersect. 
Prooj The proof is much the same as those of A.6 and A.7. Each reflec- 
tion has the form (z + ... - 1). Their product is a r’(p) matrix and so any 
intersection is a fixed point of order 3. If we write this point as 
(1-2d+i,/?)/2 c, where dZ + d + 1 = = 0 mod c (Schoeneberg [S, p. lo]), 
then (2apc - (1 - 2d)y)* + 3y2 = 4c*p. This forces c ) y; but this is impossible 
as, if the axis between (ap + &)/y has one fixed point of order 3, it has 
infinitely many. 
B 
In this section we study the cusped reflectors on H/T,*. We have already 
determined (Lemma A.3) the form of cusped reflection lines. These are 
(u/c, pb/d) with lad -pbc( = 1 or 2. Call the reflection through this line N. 
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Let N’ be the reflection through (a’/~‘, p&/d’). We first determine when N 
and N’ are the same: 
LEMMA B.l. N=N’opj(a’c-a~‘) andp((b’d-bd’). 
Proof: We wish to determine when the matrices representing N and N’ 
have their product in r,*. (B e ow 1 .K = ad-pbc; similarly for x’.) We have 
ad + phc - 2pah ____ ___ 
s x 
L I 
2cd ad + pbc 
. (same entries primed) 
-~ 
x x 
1 (ad+pbc)(a’d’+pb’c’)-4pubc’d’ =- 
X.K’ [ %(cd(a’d’ + pb’c’) - c’d’(ad + pbc)) 
-2p(a’b’(ad+pbc) - ub(u’d’ +pb’c’) 
(ad +pbc)(u’d’ +pb’c’) - 4pa’h’cd I 
First, note that if lad-pbcj =2 (resp. primed case) then 2 )(ad+pbc) (resp. 
primed case). This means that NN’ (we abuse notation by thinking of this 
as a matrix product) is an integral matrix with p 1 b-entry and det = 1. Next 
note that NN’ has the form (“-:“I A$AJ and thus the det = 1 condition 
implies A - f 1 mod p. It is now clear that NN’ E r,* o p 1 dd’(u’c - c’u) 
and p (ua’(b’d - bd’). But 1 6 lad-pbc( Q 2 (resp. prime condition) 3 
praa’dd’ and so NN’ E r,* op 1 a’c - UC’ and p ( (b’d- bd’). This completes 
the proof of Lemma B.l. 
It is easy to check that the cusped reflection z -+ -2 fixes (0, cc) and 
(0,2/p). To see that (0,2/p) is fixed by N,, note that N,(O, 2/p)= 
(0, -2/p) = ( !P y)(O, 2/p). In standard form these are (O/l, p. l/O) and 
(2/p, p O/l ) and so one fixed line of N, at 0 has (ad-pbcl = 1 and the 
other’s corresponding expression has absolute value 2. Next, note that the 
form of No given in Lemma A.3 for (0, co) is (A 01) and for (0, 2/p) is 
(L J’,). The product of these two generates the (parabolic) stabilizer of 0 
in rp*, ( Ip , O). We conclude that no other reflection line of No emanates 
from 0. Next, note that any given (u/c, pb/d) maps onto (0, 00) or (0,2/p) 
by an isometry (conformal or anti-conformal) of r:. Indeed, if ad -pbc = 
+ 1, we use (p 52) -I and if ad - pbc = + 2, we may use 
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(For the latter case, note that a odd obodd and coddododd.) We 
summarize these results in: 
LEMMA B.2. Zf a reflection of l-p* has one cusped reflector at a cusp, then 
it has exactly two. One of these has lad -pbc( = 1 and the other has 
lad-pbcl = 2. Thus no cusped reflector returns to its original cusp. 
The last point of Lemma B.2 rules out a geometrically possible situation. 
It is clear geometrically that a cusped reflector has exactly one “mate” run- 
ning opposite it, “on the other side” of a (horocyclic) neighborhood of the 
cusp. Also, this last remark and the end of Lemma B.2 mean that for a 
given reflection N on rz, its pwfxd lines can be strung together to form 
chains of cusped reflectors that eventually return to the cusps we started 
from. This is because there are finitely many cusps; we cannot return to an 
intermediate one as that would give three reflectors (of the same reflection) 
at that cusp, and we cannot loop back on one reflector to a single cusp. 
There may be more than one chain of reflectors for a given reflection. 
Next, we wish to know all the reflections emanating from a given cusp. 
First note that it is sufficient to understand the situation at 00 since 
3 z 2): co + a/c and this is a conformal isometry of r,* if pja. If p ) a then 
(5; z): 0 -+ a/c isometrically. But (i> -$‘): cc + 0. At co itself all reflec- 
tion lines have the form (l/O, bp/d), where d = 1 or 2 and 0 d b <p. The 
reflections with d = 1 are all different, by Lemma B.1. But those with d = 2 
each match (indeed are a “back side of’) some reflection given by a d = 1 
line, as would be expected from Lemma B.2. We have 
LEMMA B.3. Each cusp of r,* may be isometrically mapped to 03. CD has 
exactly p different reflections with cusped reflectors there. The lines (co, bp), 
0 <b < p, may be used to define the reflections “cusped at” co. 
It will be useful to have a complete set of nonequivalent cusps for rp*, 
This is given in 
LEMMA B.4. (i) Assume (a, c) = (aI,c,) = 1 and piaa,. Then 
alc--,(,,a,/c,*alc--,,:allcl. 
(ii) Assume (pa, c)=(pa,, cl)= 1. Then pa/c-,, pa,/c,oa= &a1 
mod p and c s + c, mod p (with the same sign in each &se). 
Proof (i) is obvious. Assume a/c--,(,,) al/cl. This means a E +a, 
mod p and c = + c, mod p with the same sign (Schoeneberg [S, p. 871). We 
know we may choose n .ZI. (z “,)(A ;)( d:,, ;:I) E Z(p), where 6, b,, d, d, 
satisfy b E f b, mod p, d E +_ d, mod p, same sign. Here n may be replaced 
by n + mp. Doing so and multiplying gives (’ -Obl + Olb + ual(n+mp)). Now 
pI(-ub,+a,b+aa,n) and so let rp= -ab,+a,b+aa,n. So our b-entry 
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is rp + aa,mp =p(r + aa, m). Because of the hypothesis we may choose m 
so that p2 ( b-entry. 
Remark. Note that pja is essential as 5 wns, 10 but 5 7L ,-? 10. 
(ii) (a) c= +c, modp is forced by the T(p) equivalence. Choos- 
ing a=(; ~)ET~* and comparing both sides of a(pa/c)=pa,/c, gives 
pat, =pa, c modp2 and so a = &a, modp, with the same sign as above. 
(-=) We consider (4” $)( h ‘f)( 2,, ;$ ). The congruence condition 
c’ G +cI mod p assures us that n may be chosen so that this is in f(p). The 
h-entry is -pab, +p’aa,n +pa,b. This is 0 modp” since the hypothesis 
and the determinant conditions imply b z _+ b, mod p, with same sign-and 
az *a, modp is a hypothesis. So pa/c-,;: pa,/c,. 
We can now determine how many pwfxd reflectors each cusped reflection 
has. We will do this for N,-as we have seen any cusped reflector can be 
mapped to a reflector of No by a conformal isometry of H/I’,*. 
LEMMA B.5. There are (p - 1)/2 det = 1 reflectors qf N,. These are 
(a/PC, p2WCf h or t e various possibilities of d and a. 
Proof: (a/c, pb/d) generates the same reflection (N,) as (l/O, p. O/l ) e 
pl c and p 1 b, by Lemma B.l. This shows 3. We know there is at most one 
det I reflector of N, (Lemma B.2) at each cusp. Select any p2b/d with 
(pb, d) = 1. We can find a/pc, (a, pc) = 1, with ad -p3bc = 1. This means 
that the h-line between ajpc and p’bjd is an N,-reflector. (As a check, note 
that any solution of a,d-p3bc, = 1 has a, E a mod p3 and so given p’bfd. 
a/pc is a unique cusp on rP* by Lemma B.4. 
It remains to count the cusps of the form p’b/d. Again by B.4 we may 
choose h = 1 without loss of generality. Then (p’/l, . . . . p’/(p - 1 )) contains 
each possibility twice as ,X = - (p - x) mod p and x #p - x for any X. Thus 
there are (p - 1)/2 cusps having the form p2b/d supporting a det 1 N,, 
reflector. 
We can also determine the length of each cusped reflector chain. Without 
loss of generality, we shall do it for the chain beginning at 0= O/l and 
proceeding toward cc =p . l/O, a det 1 reflector. 
LEMMA B.6. Let y , = ( ” +g”‘2 f 1. Let A/B he in lowest terms with p ( A. 
Then 
((1 +p3)/2)A + BP’ 
pA+2B 
is in lowest terms. 
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Proof. The numerator is ;(A +&A + 2B)). Say q is a prime dividing 
pA + 2B and this numerator. Then q ( A and thus q I2B which forces q = 2 
(and A is even). This forces B, and with it the numerator, to be odd. But 
2 1 numerator. This contradiction establishes the lemma. We use this lemma 
with A = 0 and B = 1. y1 , a conformal isometry of rz, maps O/l +p*/2. 
This is the cusp connected to cc by a det 2 reflector. Apply yi to p2/2 jumps 
to the next potential O-equivalent cusp in the chain. Indeed if / is such that 
2’ E - 1 modp, the applying y, Z-times brings us through the chain and 
back to O/l for the first time. We have: 
LEMMA B7. Let 2 belong to the exponent 1 modp. Then each cusped 
reflector chain has length l-the links being alternately det 1 and det 2, of 
course. If 2 is a primitive root modp, all the cusped reflectors of a given 
reflection lie on one chain. 
According to Lemma A.7, a cusped and a closed reflector of r,* may 
only meet at right angles. As such, the cusped reflector will be reversed by 
the reflection of the closed reflector. We wish to determine exactly which 
cusped reflectors are reversed by L: z -p/Z Let (a/c, pb/d) be a reflector 
with reflection N. L takes this to (pc/a, d/b), in that order, and the reflec- 
tion for this reflector is LNL. This reflector will be the same as the original, 
only reversed if pcfa -,-* pb/d and d/b - r. a/c. (This is because the cusps 
uniquely determine the ‘reflector on r,* .)PBut these conditions are equiv- 
alent to a = +d mod p and b = fc modp, with the same sign. Now since 
ad -pbc = _+ 1 if our reflector is det 1 then we have a2 = _+ 1 modp, which 
means there are four choices for a: 1, - 1, Q, -a where a2 = - 1 modp. 
Each of these produces two choices for d. To determine b and c, write 
a=l+pa (say), and d=l+pd, (say).Then bc-(a,+d,)modpand thus 
c2 = + (a, + d,) mod p. Determining a, and d, so that this is soluble gives 
US choices for c and thus b. The reversed reflection is not N, unless 
pla, +d,, when it is. 
EXAMPLE. Takep=5, a,=6, d,= -5 so that a=31, d= -24. Solving 
c2=1 mod5 with c=l leads to the solution (31/1,5.(-149)/-24) as a 
reflector reversed by L. 
The fact that the reflector of N is reversed by L implies LNLN acts as 
the identity on r,*. This means N permutes the pwfxd (closed) reflectors 
of L. We summarize: 
LEMMA B.8. A reflector (a/c, pb/d) is reversed by L: z + p/Z precisely if 
a z + d mod p, b E +_ c mod p. The first congruence implies a is congruent to - 
a member of (1, - 1, a, -a), where a2 s - 1 mod p. There are always 
L-reversed cusped reflectors other than N,: z -+ -2. Such a wjlection per- 
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mutes the pwJxd geodesics of L. Each reversed reflector has a pwfxd geodesic 
of L emanating from the point of the cusped reflector fixed by L. Each reflec- 
tion that has a reversed reflector has exactly two. 
Proqf: Only the last two sentences need comment. The first follows in 
that any reversed reflector obviously contains an L-fixed point. Putting 
z = .Y + iy and solving p/Z = ( 5 1 + mpz + np*)/(lpz + 1 + qp) shows that all 
L-fixed points lie on closed geodesics that are pwfxd. The second follows 
from the fact that we have essentially only two choices for a; it may be con- 
gruent to 1 or TX modp. Then the fact that we have a fixed cusped reflection 
forces the result. 
C 
In this section we study the pwfxd reflectors of L. We begin with 
LEMMA C.l. A pulfxd reflector of L may be lifted to be an h-line 
((np’ - ,I’$)/( + 1 + mp), (np’ + A/( +_ 1 + mp)), where ( *‘,G”“’ W’ ) E &If  
r,*. Conversely, all h-lines of this form project to pw$kd reflectors of L. 
(m=q=n=O gives the (-&, &) rejlector.) 
Proof: Let z = x + iy and consider the equation p/F = 
(+‘? +; ‘J!‘:,)(Z). Upon cross-multiplying and comparing imaginary 
parts, we conclude that n = 1. Completing the square leads to the equation 
,v2+ x- ( np2 ’ 1 P +_l+mp =(+l +mp)” 
Since all steps are reversible, the result is proven. 
Let us characterize matrices of the form y = ( * In’,” , j$,). We have 
(+l +mp)(+l +qp)+n2p3=1 or q=(Tm-n2p2)/(+l +mp). Thus we 
wishn2p2rTmmod(_+l+mp).Notethat Trnzp-‘mod(+l+mp).So 
nr EP-3 mod ( k 1 + mp). Thus y E l-F iff x2 -p mod ( + 1 + mp) is soluble; 
and n=pp’x-’ mod(_+l+mp) for some x. (Then q=(Tm-n2p’)/ 
( + 1 + mp).). We summarize: 
LEMMA C.2. All matrices giving l$s of L -pwfxd geodesics may be 
obtained as follows: choose x satisfying x2-p mod (5 1 + mp). Let 
n-p-lx ’ mod(_+l+mp) and q=(fm-n2p2)/(+1+mp). Then 
y=(QrnP ,<‘$,) E I’,*. All such y arise in this way. Changing n bv a 
multiple of + 1 + mp does not change the projection to H/r:. 
This last follows because this action amounts to a translation of 
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(np*) A)/( + 1 + mp) by a multiple of p2. Thus we may assume 
0 < n < I f 1 + mp( and still find all L-pwfxd geodesics. Next, note that both 
y,(“;mP --nP’ ) and y’+~n$WJ *;yip) have the form given in 
Lemma C.l. ‘+hr associated geodesics are (np’ + &)/( + 1 + mp) and 
(np2 f I/5)/( k 1 + qP)* 
LEMMA C.3. y(np*+_&)/fl+mp)=(-np*+&)/(+l+qp). 
Proof. Direct calculation. 
Putting Lemmas C.2 and C.3 together gives us the fact that each 
L-pwfxd. geodesic has a representative (np2 + &)/( + 1 + mp) and an 
associated matrix y = ( * ‘$” *<yip) with 0 < n < 1 f 1 + mpl. 
PROPOSITION C.4. Choose any L-pwfxd geodesic o represented as above 
by ( f’;mp ,;y’,) with 0 <n < I+ 1 + mpl. Then 
(a) We may assume O< _+l +mp ifo#(-&,&). 
(b) x2=p-l mod (+ 1 +mp) and x*-p mod (f 1 +mp) are both 
soluble. 
Proof. (a) The identity (f 1 +qp)(& 1 +mp)+n2p3 = 1 means that 
the first product is negative (unless n = m + q = 0 and so r~ is ( -&, ,,$)). 
Lemma C.3 permits us to replace f 1 + mp with _+ 1 + qp. Upon readjust- 
ing n, we get the conclusion (a). 
(b) We have, from the above identity, n’p’ = 1 mod () 1 + mp). 
Note that p plrfm exists mod (fl +mp). So (np)‘=p-l 
mod(fl+mp)and (n-‘p-‘)*=pmod(+l+mp). 
We now consider the case in which h(4p) = class number of Q(2 &) = 1. 
First we have 
LEMMA C.5. Let h(4p) = 1, and o be an L-pwfxd geodesic represented by 
(np* f &l/C + 1+ mph Then 
(a) 0’ - C2p = +_ 1 + mp is soluble 
(b) I(“,“,)E f’(p): (-&, &) + o, so this reflector has a cusped 
reflector transverse to it. 
Proof (a) As we have seen, x2 =p mod ( + 1 + mp) is solvable. Let 
* 1 + mp = 94’ . . . q: be the prime factorization. The fact that x2 -p mod qi 
is soluble exactly implies that qi splits in Q(2 &) (Hecke [He, p. 961). 
Our hypothesis implies that x2 -py* is the only binary quadratic form, up 
to equivalence. Theorem 3 and then Theorem 2 of Chap. 8 of Borevich and 
Shaferevich [BS] now yield the conclusion that x2 -py* = &- 1 +mp is 
soluble. 
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(b) By Hua [Hu, p. 2791, since f 1 + mp > 0 we have A, B with AD - 
BC=1,1/2=DB-ACp<_+l+mp,and(DB-ACp)2rpmod(+l+mp). 
Next (A & + B)f(C$ + D) = (A & + B)(D - C&)j(D’- C2p) = 
(( BD - ACp) + &)/(D’ - C’p). We know the solution (D, C) belongs to 
l/2 = BD- ACp. We wish to show this is np2. Let D,, C, be the solution 
of X’ -py2 = + 1 + qp. (We use “the” because there is only one class of 
solutions as h(4p) = 1.) Note (DO - Co &)(D - C &) give “the” solution 
of .~‘-p~~=()l +mp)(+l +qp). This forces D,D+CC,p= 1; D,C+ 
C,D = -np. Next note that (p - c;P) E f( 1) which gives us l/2 = 
-DC, p - p( CD,) = -p( C, D + CD,) = np2, as required. This completes 
the proof of Lemma C.5. Note also that np’ = BD - ACp implies p) B so 
(s i) E r’(p). Also A z D z +_ 1 mod p now follows from the det = I 
condition and D’ - C’p = _+ 1 + mp. Finally, p 1 Cop’ / B o (g. z) E r,*. 
Remark. We expect that the converse of the first statement is true. I.e., 
if h(4p) > 1, 3m. 3 ‘.x2 -py’= +_ 1 + mp is not soluble for at least one sign 
choice but x2 -p mod (+ 1 + mp) is soluble for this sign choice. This has 
been verified by Hugh Williams for p = 257 and m = 6 (1 + mp = 1543) = 
prime), h( 1028) = 5. Indeed + 1 + mp is composed entirely of primes that 
split and the only way to achieve a representation as x2 -py’ would be if 
the splittings were into principal ideals for each nz. 
This non-solubility means that such an L-pwfxd reflector could not have 
a cusped reflector transverse to it as this could then be mapped to (0, cc ) 
by a r’(p) transformation forcing the solubility of D2 - C2 = -t 1 + mp. 
COROLLARY C.6. Let h(4p) = 1. Then the L-pulfxd geodesics aN have an 
isomety of f,* that maps them to oL = ( - &, A). A-A-C is true o this 
isometrJ1 ammounts to a sh!ft along 6,. 
Proof: We know that each L-pwfxd geodesic may be mapped to uL by 
an isometry of r, *. Because c’L is intersected by (0, cc ), every L-pwfxd 
geodesic has a det 1 cusped L-reversed reflector intersecting it. As indicated 
above this reflector may be mapped to (0, co) by a f’(p) mapping. This 
is the mapping taking the L-pwfxd geodesic to u*,: ( Yd .-,““), where 
(b/d, pa/c) is the cusped L-reversed reflector of det 1. Since L-pwfxd 
geodesics may not intersect, this is either a shift along rsL (and A-A-C is 
true, as will be seen in the next section, since (b/d, pa/c) I oL) or we have 
disjointness for all choices of (b/d, pa/c) that are L-reversed. 
Corollary C.6 says that if h(4p) = 1, all L-pwxd geodesics have such a 
transverse reflector. In this case these reflectors-and the associated r’(p) 
isometries (I; 4 )-provide an algorithm for specifying all L-pwfxd 
geodesics: simply translate ( - &, &) around by these transformations. 
Last, even if h(4p) > 1, as we shall see in section D, A-A-C is concerned 
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only with L-pwfxd geodesics that do have cusped reversed reflectors trans- 
verse to them. Specifically, the conjecture is equivalent to there being only 
one of these. It is easy to check, using Lemma B.l, that (“, “z) and (i “:I) 
generate the same cusped L-reversed reflection if and only if a E a, mod p 
and d = d, mod p. It follows that there are at most p L-pwfxd geodesics 
with transverse cusped reversed reflectors. Since any of these can be 
mapped to the (0, co), (- &, &) pair by a conformal isometry of r,* we 
see that there are exactly p or exactly one L-pwfxd geodesics with transverse 
cusped reversed reflectors. 
D 
In this section we establish the connection between Pell’s equation and 
the geometry of the reflectors on H/r,*. We begin with a statement of the 
situation: the reflection L: z *p/.5 acts on H/L’,* and has (at least) one 
closed reflector (TV = ( - &, &). The length of eL gives good estimates for 
the size of y, in the fundamental solution (x0 yO) of xi -pyg = - 1. The 
cusped reflection N,,: z -+ - 5 also acts on H/T,*. One of its reflectors, 
oNo= (03 1, t co is ransverse to oL (and thus crNO is a cusped L-reversed reflec- 
tor). There are other cusped L-reversed reflectors oN1, . . . . a+, associated 
with different H/I’,* reflections N, , . . . . N, _ r . The statement that one of the 
reflection Ni (i # 0) has an L-reversed reflector transverse to oL is equiv- 
alent to the A-A-C conjecture. If one Ni (i # 0) has a reflector (T,,,, transverse 
to CL, then they all do. Last, the h-line ( -4, 4) projects to a simple 
geodesic connecting two elliptic fixed points of order 2 on H/T’(p). There 
is a unique second simple geodesic L-reflector on this surface connecting 
the same two points. 
We now embark on a proof of these statements. First, by Lemma A.2, 
both L and No act on H/T,*. tsL = ( - &, &) is obviously fixed by L and 
u N0 = (0, co) is fixed by No. Also oL I crNO. We now discuss elliptic fixed 
points of r( 1) lying on eL : 
LEMMA D.l. oL contains one (and thus countably many) points in the 
r( 1 )-orbit of i. It contains no points in the r( 1) orbit of p = (1 + i fi)/2. All 
points of the $rst orbit lying on oL are of the form (x + i)/y, x, y E 7, y > 0 
and x2 -py2 = - 1. Conversely, all solutions of this Pell equation give rise to 
r( 1 )-fixed points of order 2 lying on oL. 
Proof. According to Schoeneberg [S, p. lo], the r(l)-orbit of i consists 
of points of the form (x + i)/y with x2 E - 1 mod y, y > 0. Such a point lies 
on cL* I@ + WI = JP or x2 -py2 = - 1. Conversely, beginning with a 
solution of this Pell equation, we are led to an elliptic fixed point of order 
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2 on cL. Now this Pell equation has (infinitely may) solutions since p = 1 
mod 4 (Perron [P, Vol. I, Satz 3.221). 
Schoeneberg [S] states (p. 11) that the I( I)-orbit of p has the form 
(p-x)/y with x2 +x + 1 z 0 mod y. If this is on crL then (1 - 2.~)~ f 3 = 
4y2p or 4(x2 -x + 1) z 0 mod y. Thus 8x E 0 mod y, which contradicts 
x2 + x -t- 1 = 0 mod y whether y is even or odd. This completes the proof of 
Lemma D.l. 
Remarks. 1. The “highest” (in the upper half plane) elliptic fixed point 
of order 2 on gL corresponds to the fundamental solution of the Pell equa- 
tion. Actually there are two highest points, ( +x0 + i)/yO. 
2. The r( 1) transform fixing (x, + i)/yO is &,, = (;; -I”$), which is in 
r’(p). We note that (x0 + i)/yo and ( -x0 + i)/yo are rO( p) inequivalent. 
For, if (i L): i+ -x,+ l/yO, then ($ -A/): i -+ x0 + i/y0 and z: (x0 + i)/yo 
+ ( -x0 + i)/yO has b-entry 2ef: We have py2 = x2 + 1 = e’ +f2 and this, 
along with (e, f) = 1, implies t # f O(p). The standard fundamental region 
for r’(p) allows us to conclude that (+-x0 + i)/yO are the only two elliptic 
fixed points of order 2 on H/r’(p) (Shoeneberg [S p. 881). Last, note that 
( 
-xi- yip 2x0 Yo P 
LYo”%,= 
2x0 4’0 2 - x0 - .t ,* 0 P > 
is the I’( 1) primitive hyperbolic fixing oL. 
We now return to (-,/;;, &) on H/f,“. Note that E.~.~“o E,~~E r,* 0 
p ( yO. Let us examine the geometry of ( -&, &) in each of the cases 
PI y. and PjyO. 
THEOREM D.2 (p) y,,; that is, A-A-C is false). A fundamental segment 
connects three consecutive elliptic fixed points of order 2. The length of this 
fundamental segment is 2 logp + 4 log y. + log 16 - 0( 1 ), where the implied 
constant goes to 0 as p -+ a, independently of (x0, yo). The only L-reversed 
reflection transverse to (TV is No. It has two reversed reflectors transverse 
to CL. 
Proof: The first statement follows from the fact that E rg 0 &.r0 E r,*. The 
hyperbolic distance formula (Beardon [B, p. 130)) gives 2d((xo + i)/yO, 
(-xO+i)/yo) = logp+210gy,+210g(l+xo/Jdyo)=logp+210gy0+ 
log 4 - 0( 1). (Note that 1 - l/pyi = x$pyi, which gives the O( 1) property 
of the theorem.) 
The fact that No is the only reflection transverse to oL between 
( -x0 + i)/yo and (x0 + i)/yo must hold, else there would be an elliptic fixed 
point of order 2 between these on rrL, Obviously E.~~ (cNO) is a reversed 
reflector between (x0 - i)/yo and E.~(( -x0 + i)/yn). But it is clearly 
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pointwise fixed by No as N,(s,(a,,,)) is mapped to a,(~,,+,) by F-,~a,, 
which is in rP* in this case. 
Remark. p ) y, =s. the other p - 1 L-reversed reflections shown to exist in 
Lemma B.8 reverse p - 1 different L-pwfxd geodesics. (Here the p - 1 
occurs as we have that many choices for choosing a, + d, with 
c2 = + (a, + d,) modp soluble in Lemma B.8.) 
THEOREM D.3 (ply,; A-A-C is true). A fundamental segment consists 
of p consecutive copies of the segment in Lemma D.2. Its length is 
p log p + 2p log y, + p log 4 - 1/2yi + O(l), where the implied 0( 1) constant 
goes to 0 as p -+ co, independently of (x0, y,,). All L-reversed reflections are 
transverse to oL. They each have two reversed reflectors transverse to cL. 
ProoJ: Since pjyO, E-,~E,$T~*. A direct congruence calculation 
shows (~~~0 E-,,,)~E fP* in any case. The length calculation is then a 
straightforward use of two Taylor series. Next, note that (E, 0 E _,,JK ((TV,,) 
and (E,~oE-~J~ (~.&J~,,)) are L-reversed reflectors. There are 2p elliptic 
fixed points in a (closed) fundamental segment of (TV (in this case). Starting 
from K = 0 to p - 1, the above reflectors are interlaced between these fixed 
pointt. If wPe denote the reflectors as uNO, oN,, . . . . crNZP-,; we note that 
e, --+ e, --+ ezP. This implies, since all Ni stabilize rrL, that N, = NP. 
Note that cNO and aNP are not the same. More generally, 
NI 
eo- e2+ l 
NP+I ----+ eZP (a reduction or two mod 2p may be required) and 
N,=N,+,; but O,#op+t. This completes the proof of Theorem D.3. 
We now return to H/T’(p). On this surface oL has a fundamental 
segment running between ( -x0 + i)/yo and (x0 + i)/yo. The h-line 
0:: (x-y0 P/x,)~ + y2 =p/xi is an L-reflector transverse (in H) to (TV at 
(x0 + i)/y,. If we denote by e, and ez projections of (-x0 + i)/yo and 
(x0 + i)/yo respectively then we have shown that (TV connecting e, and e2 
and o; emanating from e2 are both L-reflectors on To(p). 0; clearly runs 
between e, and e, as otherwise there are three reflection lines of the same 
reflection emanating from e2 (for al, must terminate at e, or e2) and this 
is impossible. 
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